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This Black History Month (and really every month!) we’re pondering the role of race and racism in our
economy. Racism is and continues to be proﬁtable in this economy. Dismantling oppression requires
our vigilance in calling out racialized capitalism as it shows up in many forms for Black and LatinX
people, Asian immigrants and refugees and Native Americans. Here are pieces that are catching our
attention.

Sorry, not sorry
Have you seen LibGen co-founder Jeremie Greer’s provocative piece about White
Discomfort? Check it out for a take on why the economic liberation of black people
and people of color is a project in challenging White supremacy and comfort.

Reich and Rice
Solana joins former labor secretary Robert Reich and Katie Milne of Inequality
Media for their new show: Common Good. In this episode they discuss everything
from buybacks to basic income.

The Roots of Racial Wealth Inequality
In Don’t Fixate on the Racial Wealth Gap: Focus on Undoing its Root Causes, Insight Center for
Community Economic Development President, Roosevelt Fellow and advisor to LibGen, Anne Price
examines how focusing on the root of racial wealth inequality rather than ﬁxating on the racial wealth
gap can help us build a path toward a fairer and more sustainable economic and political system.

Brand new ﬂavor in your ear
At LibGen, we’re often listening to podcasts while we’re on the go. Lately, we’ve been delighting in
More than Enough, by Mia Birdsong and The Nation. Subscribe for vivid storytelling about what
communities of color think about a guaranteed income.

On that note, check out Jeremie’s episode on the Basic Income Podcast.

Click here to listen to LibGen advisor, Darrick Hamilton on the Radical Imagination podcast by Angela
Glover Blackwell discuss the feasibility of a federal jobs guarantee.
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Upward and Onward,
LibGen
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Liberation in a Generation
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